How did Asia's representations of the West change over time?
How did Western representations of Asia change over time?
Describe Western literary representations of China and Japan.
How has Asia been positively and pejoratively imagined in the West?
What key historical events informed Asia-West relations?

SUGGESTED COURSES:
- History - East Asia
- Comparative Asian Studies

KEY CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS:
- Sino-Western Exchange
- East-West Comparison
- Asia-West Relations
- Representation
- Cultural Comparison

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. How did Asia's representations of the West change over time?
2. How did Western representations of Asia change over time?
3. Describe Western literary representations of China and Japan.
4. How has Asia been positively and pejoratively imagined in the West?
5. What key historical events informed Asia-West relations?

EXTERNAL LINKS & RESOURCES:
- Wilson Center Digital Archive, “China-Western Europe Relations”
  https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/topics/china-western-europe-relations
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iTj8RHcoMoo
- Harvard University, "The Great Reversal: The 'Rise of Japan' and the 'Fall of China' after 1895 as Historical Fables"
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pn4rI6JqSl4
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wkJY0Y85oE&t=678s
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“A marvelous collection of insightful analysis on topics ranging from the Chinese picturesque in 19th-century Britain, to the twisted spirituality of Brad Warner’s Hardcore Zen, to the representation of missionaries in China as baby-eaters and beasts, Beating Devils and Burning Their Books illustrates the tendency to exaggerate radical difference—both positive and negative—that is part of the complex interaction that makes up cultural exchange.”

— WENDY LARSON, University of Oregon

“Beating Devils and Burning Their Books breaks new ground in its embrace of a genuine “confluence of cultures,” East and West. Rather than focus on a unilateral examination of orientalizing Western views of the East, the essays in this collection bring together multiple viewpoints, covering not only such topics as the Chinese macabre in Western horror fiction and the American appropriation of Zen, but also studies of Chinese images of Christian missionaries and Chinese perceptions of the self in early autobiographical writing. The result is an important investigation into the processes and popular impact of cross-cultural representation (and misrepresentation).”

— CYNTHIA BROKAW, Brown University

EXPLORE THE WHOLE RANGE OF AAS PUBLICATIONS AT: www.asianstudies.org/store/